
Sew Bone Pillows for Your Dog
Instructions No. 1702
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 45 Minutes

Make your dog happy and sew a cuddly cushion for your darling. Your dog can use this both at home and on the road. Our dog pillow looks
like a bone and is a cuddly resting place for your dog.

Download the template and cut it out. For the back of the cushion, now fold
the fabrics right sides together (lay the beautiful sides of the fabric on top of
each other). Place the pattern at the fabric break, i.e. the fabric must be
doubled parallel to the thread run. Transfer the pattern and trim it with
approx. 1 cm seam allowance 

In our example we have sewn the middle strip in a different colour for the
front part. Transfer the pattern to your chosen fabric and cut out the three
strips with seam allowance. Here you can of course also make all three strips
in a different colour or cut the back twice to get a plain coloured cushion.
The back part can also be coloured, of course. You can sew it just as you
like.

For the three-strip version, first place two strips right sides together and sew
them together. Next, place the third strip right sides together on the piece of
fabric and sew them together. Now you should have two pieces of fabric that
are shaped like a bone. (front part and back part)

Place the two pieces of bone material on top of each other, pin them together and sew them together. Leave an opening for turning. If necessary, shorten the
seam allowances to about 0.5 cm after sewing together. Now turn the cushion and fill it with cotton wool 

Now close the opening by sewing close to the edge or close it by hand with a magic seam.

Ready is the sweet cushion for your dog.

Are you still looking for more sewing instructions for your darlings? How about a scarf for your dog or toy mice for your cat. Both sewing
instructions are very easy to follow and also suitable for sewing beginners.

Dog scarf Toys for dog & cat

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/fleece-fabric-antipeeling-uni-a191345/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/vbs-fill-wadding-white-300-g-a6025/


Dear sewer, as fabrics are seasonal goods and we always want to have trendy fabrics in stock for you, it can happen that the sewn fabric is no longer in our
range.

In our fabric section you will find a large selection of great fabrics. Click here to discover all the fabrics.

Article number Article name Qty
378383-03 Fleece fabric "Antipeeling", uniMedium Grey 1
378383-20 Fleece fabric "Antipeeling", uniPetrol 1
232487 VBS Fill wadding, white, 300 g 1
347556 KREUL Disappearing ink pen 1
133562 Professional scissors "Finny Alpha", 22cm 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/sew-dog-scarf-t2119/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/toys-for-dog-und-cat-t2129/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
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